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ten pages of fun to support the ArtSpan Scholarship Fund

Thank you!

Happy

To our 2019 volunteer contributors:
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Judith Ellen Sanders
Cover illustration and Valentine cards
Cristina Burwell
Book layout, design & illustration
Arwyn Langosy
Origami Proofreader
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To Karen at Wales Copy Center
for printing these books to allow all proceeds to go into the
scholarship fund

Good friends are like stars
You don’t always see them, but they are
always there.

Day!
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To you!
Many thanks to those who have purchased this publication we hope you and your family and friends enjoy it. Thank
you for helping to support the ArtSpan Scholarship Fund.

We wrote the book on
being cool!
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ArtSpan Scholarship Fund
The Munroe Center for the Arts strives to make the arts
accessible to the community. The funds received from this
publication go toward helping those in our community who
would otherwise not be able to participate in ArtSpan
classes or camps.

Good friends are like stars.
You don’t always see them, but
they are always there.

Party Craft

MATERIALS: Construction paper, string, scissors

CREATE A PRETTY
MOBILE:
• Cut strips of
paper
• Fold in half
• Curl the edges
with the edge of a
scissors
• Shape into a heart
• Cut a length of
string.
• Glue string where
top swirls of
heart meet
• Let dry (paper
clip if necessary)
and hang
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Transformer Letter - fold a regular sized piece of
paper with a note on it into a heart

D

Heart Card - fold a square piece of paper into a
card with a folded heart on the front of it
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Little Book & Envelope - create a little pocket
for a valentine, or this little folded book
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Embellishments - color these shapes, cut them
out, and put them on your valentines
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Valentine Verses - a small selection of poetry
and verse to add to your valentines
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Valentine 1 - color this pretty card, cut it out,
and put it into into an envelope for someone
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Valentine 2 - color this pretty card, cut it out and
put it into an envelope for another someone
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Party Craft 1 - create a pretty ornament to hang
at the window
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Party Craft 2 - create a simple mobile
Bookmark Valentines - color and cut these little
valentines to use as bookmarks, or share with
friends

Transformer Le er
MATERIALS: 8.5 x 11 sheet of paper

Line up bottom
and left edges;
crease. Repeat
on right side.

Squash fold sides
inward, and press
model flat.

Fold bottom edge
up; crease
where diagonal
creases meet.

Party Craft

MATERIALS: Crayons, sharpener, wax paper, iron,
string, towel/ironing board

Fold top down to
meet top edge
of triangle.

Turn model over.
Fold top-outer
edges to meet in
bottom-center.

Fold side edges
backwards to
meet in the
center.

Fold top-outer
edges to meet in
center.

Turn model over.
Fold top-layer of
Fold each bottom
bottom point up to
point upwards at
meet bottom of top
an angle.
folds.

Tuck point into
folds.

TA - DA!
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Heart Card

MATERIALS: Square sheet of paper, scissors

Fold model
corner to
corner (x2).

Fold each corner
to the center.

Fold side edges
backwards to meet in
the center.

Fold corners to upper
and lower edges,
respectively.

Open up.
Mountain fold outer folds,
Valley-fold inner folds.

Fold side points backwards
underneath themselves.

Fold flap back
to the right.
Repeat on other
side.

Flip top right
flap to the left.

fold lower-left edge to line up with center
line; crease.

Open model up. Cut a notch and
fold down little flap toward you.
(both sides).

Fold back up:
Mountain fold outer folds,
Valley-fold inner folds.

TA - DA!
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“two hearts together” © judith ellen sanders, all rights reserved

Envelope & Book

MATERIALS: 18” (scrapbooking) paper, & 5 in. square paper (book)
Cut paper into a 2.5” x 18” strip.
Fold in half, and then in quarters.

Fold outer points to meet inner points.

Fold bottom flap up.

Fold this same flap to the right..

Fold the triangular flap to the left, and tuck under the
left fold.

Envelope:

Little Book:
TA - DA!

TA - DA!

Continue cut line with a
Mountain fold; Valley fold
the folds perpendicular to
it, and fold them up.

Take a square piece of paper; fold bottom
edge to top edge, crease and open. Fold
left edge to right edge, crease and open.
Cut a line from right edge to center.
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Happy
Valentine’s Day

Embe ishments
Color, cut, and glue onto a valentine,
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Because we do
All things together,
All things improve
Even the weather.
- Paul Engle

- 1 Corinthians 13: 4-8

You’re crazy,
You’re funny,
You’re really quite ne.
Please give me your bubble gum,
You’re sitting on mine.
On Valentine's Day, I think about
The people who are dear,
How much they add to life's delight
Whenever they are near.
You've always been a total joy,
Such pleasant company,
I very much appreciate
Our compatibility!
- Joanna Fuchs
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Happy
Valentines Day

Love is patient and kind;
Love is not jealous or boastful;
It is not arrogant or rude.
Love does not insist on its own ways;
It is not irritable or resentful;
It does not rejoice at wrong,
But rejoices in the right.
Love bears all things,
Believes all things,
What did one light bulb say
Hopes all things,
to another?
Endures all things.
Love never ends.

“heart rose” © judith ellen sanders, all rights reserved

To people near and far,
I’m sending this one right to you
To say how nice you are.

